If You Liked Goosebumps, try...

**The Graveyard Book**
by Neil Gaiman
[Find it!](#)  j FIC Gaiman

**Dying to Meet You**
by Kate Klise
[Find it!](#)  j FIC Klise

**I Text Dead People**
by Rose Cooper
[Find it!](#)  j FIC Cooper

**Curse of the Campfire Weenies**
by David Lubar
[Find it!](#)  j FIC Lubar

**Zombiekins**
by Kevin Bolger
[Find it!](#)  j FIC Bolger

**The Tell-Tale Start**
by Gordon McAlpine
[Find it!](#)  j FIC McAlpine

**The Jumbies**
by Tracey Baptiste
[Find it!](#)  j FIC Baptiste

**The Accidental Afterlife of Thomas Marsden**
by Emma Trevayne
[Find it!](#)  j FIC Trevayne

**Seer of Shadows**
by Avi
[Find it!](#)  j FIC Avi

**Babysitting Nightmares**
by Kat Shepherd
[Find it!](#)  j FIC Shepherd

**The Ghost of Crutchfield Hall**
by Mary Downing Hahn
[Find it!](#)  j FIC Hahn

**Doll’s Eye**
by Marina Cohen
[Find it!](#)  j FIC Cohen
If You Liked Goosebumps, try...

- **Doll Bones**
  by Holly Black
  Find it! j FIC Black

- **Nightmares! (series)**
  by Jason Segel
  Find it! j FIC Segel

- **The House of Months & Years**
  by Emma Trevayne
  Find it! j FIC Trevayne

- **Bone Jack**
  by Sarah Crowe
  Find it! j FIC Crowe

- **Shadow Weaver**
  by MarcyKate Connolly
  Find it! j FIC Connolly

- **Elizabeth and Zenobia**
  by Jessica Miller
  Find it! j FIC Miller

- **Oddity**
  by Sarah Cannon
  Find it! j FIC Cannon

- **The Wolf Hour**
  by Sara Holmes
  Find it! j FIC Holmes

- **The Mortification of Fovea Munson**
  by Mary Winn Heider
  Find it! j FIC Heider

- **Poison Apple (series)**
  by multiple authors
  Find it! j FIC Poison

- **One for Sorrow**
  by Mary Downing Hahn
  Find it! j FIC Hahn